Abstract-Hash tables are extensively used in networking to implement data-structures that associate a set of keys to a set of values, as they provide O(1), query, insert and delete operations. However, at moderate or high loads collisions are quite frequent which not only increases the access time, but also induces nondeterminism in the performance. Due to this non-determinism, the performance of these hash tables degrades sharply in the multi-threaded network processor based environments, where a collection of threads perform the hashing operations in a loosely synchronized manner. In such systems, it is critical to keep the hash operations more deterministic.
I. INTRODUCTION
ash tables are used in a wide variety of applications. In networking systems, they are used for a number of purposes; including load balancing [8, 9, 10, 11] , TCP/IP state management [21] , and IP address lookups [12, 13] . Hash tables are often attractive implementations since they result in constant-time, O(1), query, insert and delete operations [3, 6] . However, as the table occupancy, or load, increases collisions occur frequently, which in turn reduces the performance by increasing the cost of the primitive operations. While the well known collision resolution policies maintain good average performance despite high loads and increased collisions, the performance nevertheless becomes highly non-deterministic. With the aid of input queuing, non-deterministic performance can be tolerated in simpler single threaded systems, wherein a single context performs the hashing operations. However, in sophisticated systems, like network processors, which utilize multiple thread contexts to perform the hash operations, a high degree of non-determinism in performance may not be tolerable. The primary reason is that, in such systems, the slowest thread usually determines the overall system performance. As the number of threads each having a nondeterministic performance increases, the slowest thread tends to become increasingly slower, and the system performance starts to degrade quickly. Thus for such systems, it is critical to keep the hashing performance more deterministic, even though it comes at a cost of the reduced average performance (e.g. d-ary hash reduces the average performance by d-folds, however, they results in very deterministic hashing behavior). A recent string of papers [22, 23] have been proposed, that enables highly deterministic hash operations; additionally, they also provide better average performance. While effective, these schemes require substantial on-chip memory, roughly 10-bits for every table element in the hash table. This dampens their appeal, especially in the context of network processors, where on-chip resources are expensive and scarce. In this paper, we propose a novel hash table, called a Peacock hash, which reduces the on-chip memory by 10-folds as compared to the best known earlier methods, while maintaining the same degree of deterministic performance. Peacock hash table employs a large main table and a set of relatively small sub-tables of decreasing size, in order to store the elements. These sub-tables whose size follows a decreasing geometric sequence, forms a hierarchy of collision tables; the largest sub-table accommodates the elements that incur substantial collision in the main table; the second largest subtable acts as a collision buffer for the largest sub-table, and so on. It turns out that, if we will appropriately dimension the sub-tables, then we can limit the collision lengths in the main table as well as in each of the sub-tables, or even avoid having collision chains, which will lead to highly deterministic hash operations. Peacock hash enables O(1) hash operations, despite having multiple hash tables, by employing on-chip filters for each sub-table. Since filter is not used for the main table, which is the largest often representing 90% of the total hash table memory, the filter memory is reduced significantly. While conceptually simple, there are several challenges that arise in the design of Peacock hashing. The most pronounced problem is the imbalance in the sub-table loads, which arise during updates (delete and insert operations). Another problem is associated with the memory utilization: if we maintain a few relatively small sub-tables and enforce stringent collision length restrictions, then the memory utilization can become pathologically low. We address these problems with ePeacock hash, and show that it enables good memory efficiency and provides fast and stable updates without any load imbalance. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses why we need a better hashing. Section III describes Peacock hashing in greater detail. Section IV discusses the memory efficiency issues and addresses the concerns about load imbalance. Section V presents the implementation of onchip filters and reports the simulation results. Section VI considers related work. The paper concludes with Section VII.
II. WHY BETTER HASHING?
Hash tables provide excellent average-case performance as a sparse table results in constant-time, O(1), query, insert and delete operations. Performance however degrades due to the collisions; newly inserted elements that collide with the existing elements are inserted far from their hashed slot thereby leading to an increase in the length of the probe sequence which is followed during the query. Long probe sequences not only degrades the average performance, but also makes the performance non-deterministic: elements at the tail of the probe sequence require significantly more time for query than the elements near the head of the probe sequence. Non-deterministic query time is not desirable in real-time networking applications and it makes the system performance vulnerable to adversarial traffic. Additionally, we find that in modern multi-threaded network processor environments, such non-determinism in the hash query can become highly detrimental to the overall system performance. The system throughput drops quickly as the number of threads performing the query operation increases. We elaborate more on these properties in the subsequent sections.
A. More on hash query non-determinism
In this section, we study the characteristics of traditional hash table performance. In Figure 1 , we plot the probability density function (PDF) of the distance of elements from their hashed slot (or position along its probe sequence). It is apparent that even at 25% load, approximately 1% and 2% elements remain at a distance of three or higher in linear chaining and double hashing respectively. This implies that even when four times more memory is allocated for the hash table; more than 1% of elements will require three or more memory references, hence three times higher query time. In a hash table with 1 million entries, 1% translates into 10,000 entries, which is clearly wide enough to make the system performance vulnerable to adversarial traffic, considering that extreme traffic conditions in Internet, which moves several trillion packets across the world, is an everyday event.
A careful examination of the above PDF suggests that, at any given load, a fraction of elements always collides with the existing elements, and therefore are inserted far from their hashed slot. A large hash table does reduce such elements, but doesn't eliminate them. One may argue that, if such elements are somehow removed from the table, then hashing operations can be supported in an O(1) worst-case time. A naïve approach can be to allocate a sufficiently large memory such that load remains low and either remove or not admit such elements that collide with the existing elements. One can argue that it can ensure deterministic performance at the cost of a small discard or drop rates. Unfortunately, drop rates can't be reduced to an arbitrarily low constant unless an arbitrarily oversized hash table is allocated. For instance, even at 1% load levels, any newly inserted element is likely to collide with an existing element with 1% probability. Thus, even if we over-provision memory by 100 times, 1% of the total elements will collide and have to be discarded.
Despite the collisions, the average performance of a hash table remains O (1) . For example, at 100% load level, linear chaining collision policy results in an average of just 1.5 memory probes per query. Thus, one can over-provision the hash table memory bandwidth by (50+ε)%, and employ a small request queue in front of the hash table to store the query requests to handle the randomness in the hash table query time. Using classical queuing theory results, for any given ε, one can appropriately dimension the input queue and also compute the average time for which a query request will wait in the request queue. The issues of vulnerability to adversarial traffic can be addressed by using secret hash functions and for added security, the hash functions may be changed frequently. While the above approach is appropriate in the context of systems where a single context of operation performs the queries, it does not appeal to more sophisticated systems like a multi-threaded network processor [24] , which employs multiple threads to hide the memory access latency. When there are multiple threads, each performing query operations, and there is constraint that the query requests complete in the same order in which they arrived, then the query throughput degrades sharply despite the presence of input request queues. We elaborate on this phenomenon in the next section.
B. Catastrophe of multi-threaded systems
Since the access time of external memory remains several processor cycles, modern network processors employ multiple threads to hide the memory latency. The threads collectively perform any given task with each running an identical code, but handling a separate packet. For example, in the case of hash table queries, each thread will query the hash table using the same algorithm; however they will be handling separate query requests. A thread switch will occur as soon as a long latency memory operation is encountered. Such a system can be balanced by adding threads, so long as idle processor cycles and memory bandwidth are available. An important requirement in network processing systems is that, the processing of packets must finish in the same order in which the packets arrive; in the case of hashing, the queries must complete in the same order in which they arrive. In order to accomplish this, a commonly used technique is to synchronize the threads at the end of their operation. Thus, each thread begins its operation as a new request arrives at the input, and is allowed to proceed in any order relative to each other. However, at the end, as threads finish their operation, they are synchronized, and are allowed to service the next batch of requests only after the synchronization is complete. Thus, such thread which excels and gets out of order by finishing earlier than those threads, which started relatively earlier, has to wait at the end. While such a mechanism ensures that requests finish in the same order in which they arrive, an obvious consequence is that the overall throughput of the system will be limited by the slowest thread. The next question is how slow is the slowest thread? While the time taken to process different packets remains comparable in a large number of applications, in the traditional hashing, the time taken to query different elements varies considerably. Due to this high variability, as the number of threads, each processing a separate hash query, increases, it becomes highly likely that the slowest thread takes considerable amount of time. This dramatically reduces the overall performance; in our network processor simulation model, we have observed this behavior. In Figure 2 , we report the hash query throughput for different number of threads. The model runs at 1.4 GHz clock rate, and the memory access latency is configured at 200 cycles (both figures are comparable to the Intel IXP numbers). The load of hash table is kept at 80% and each thread services a series of random hash query requests. Linear chaining and double hashing policy are used to handle the collisions; our implementation of linear chaining uses pointers that require an additional memory access compared to double hashing. The plot on the left hand side reports the per-thread throughput in million queries per second or mqps. Notice that the throughput of each thread will be equal and will be determined by the slowest thread. It is clear that the per-thread throughput degrades quickly as we increase the total number of threads, because the slowest thread becomes much slower. An obvious consequence is that the overall system throughput does not scale linearly with increasing number of threads, which we report in the plot on the right hand side. Here we report the total throughput achieved with linear chaining and double hashing collision policies; we also report the ideal achievable throughput, if we can scale the performance linearly with the increasing number of threads. Clearly, the system becomes inefficient with increasing number of threads, the performance remains highly sub-optimal.
C. How can we do better?
The trouble with the multi-threaded environment arises due to the highly non-deterministic nature of hash query performance and it is important to keep the queries deterministic. A more deterministic performance can be achieved by using a d-ary hashing [1] , where d potential table locations are considered before inserting any new element; location which is either empty or has the shortest probe sequence is selected. d-ary hashing quickly reduces the collisions as d increases, however the average query throughput for a given amount of memory bandwidth reduces, because at least d probes are required for any given query. One can reduce the average number of probes by half, by probing the d table entries sequentially until the element is found. However, the average query throughput per memory bandwidth of d-ary hashing remains lower than the traditional hashing. On the other hand, queries in d-ary hashing are much more deterministic due to the reduced collisions, which make it attractive for multi-threaded systems. A recently proposed segmented hash technique [23] uses a variant of d-ary hashing, where it splits the hash table into d equal sized segments and considers one location from each segment for inserting any new element. Subsequently, in order to avoid d probes of the table memory, it maintains an on-chip Bloom filter for every segment, as a compact but approximate representation of its elements. For any query request, each of the on-chip Bloom filter is referred before physically probing any table segments; only those segments are probed whose filter returns a positive response that the element is present. 
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There is an alternative hash table construction introduced in [22] , which also employ probabilistic on-chip filters to avoid off-chip memory accesses and enable deterministic hashing performance. Both these approaches require roughly 10-bits of on-chip memory per element to ensure that a query requires one memory probe with more than 99% probability. While such quantities of embedded memory may be acceptable in ASIC/FPGAs, they are not appealing to network processors, where on-chip memories remain scarce and expensive.
In this paper, we propose a novel hash , n denotes the total size of all tables. The ratio of size of 2 consecutive table, n i-1 /n i is called scaling factor, r (r < 1). Clearly there will be (1 + log 1/r n 1 ) tables and the last table will have a single slot. In practice several small tables may be clubbed together and stored on-chip; depending upon the onchip bandwidth, the collision threshold can also be relaxed.
B. Insertions and query
The high level schematic of a peacock hash table is shown in Figure 3 . In this specific example, the scaling factor, r (ratio of the size of two consecutive hash tables) is kept at 2 and size of the largest segment is kept at 16. Eight keys are inserted into Figure 3 . High level schematic and operation of a peacock hash table with 5 segments; scaling factor, r is kept at 2 and size of the largest segment, n 1 is 16. 8 keys are inserted with the collision threshold, c set at 1. 
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Search requires a similar procedure wherein the largest to the smallest tables are probed. Note that this order of probing makes sense because an element is more likely to be found in a larger table, assuming that both have equal load. Search within every table requires at most c+1 probes because of the way inserts are performed. Thus the worst-case search time is O(s × c), where s = (1 + log 1/r n), the total number if table segments. Also, note that this represents the absolute worstcase search time instead of the expected worst-case. If c were set at a small constant, then the expected worst-case search time will be O(lg lg n) for open addressing as well as chaining. This is assuming that every table is equally loaded and the probability that an element is present in any given table follows a geometric distribution. This represents only a modest improvement over a naïve open addressing and almost no improvement over a naïve linear chaining. The average search time will be O(lg lg n), which in fact suggests a performance degrade. In practice, however, things will not be as gloomy as it may seem, because the scaling factor, r, inverse of which is the base of the log scale, will generally be low, like 0.1. This represents the condition, when every backup table is 10% of the size of its predecessor. Our preliminary set of experiments suggests that a small r indeed results in an improvement in the average and worst-case performance. The real benefit of peacock hashing appears when we employ on-chip filters to ensure constant time query operations. A filter is deployed for each backup table (except the main  table) , which predicts the membership of an element with a failure probability. Such filters can be implemented using an enhanced Bloom filter as discussed in [23] ; at the moment we take the filter as a black box, and represent it by f i for the i th table. It serves the membership query requests, with a constant false positive rate of p f . We also assume that the filter ensures a zero false negative probability. With such filters, the search procedure looks at the membership query response of the filters and searches the tables whose filters have indicated the presence of the element. If all responses were false positives, or there were no positive response from any filters then the main table is probed. The pseudo-code is shown below:
The average as well as the expected worst-case search times can be shown to be O(1 + f lg n ). The exact average search time in terms of various peacock parameters can also be computed.
IV. LOADING OF PEACOCK HASH TABLE
In a general hash table, the rate at which collision occurs is independent of the table size, and depends solely upon the table load; in fact, collision probability in open addressed hash tables is precisely equal to the load. Thus, if we will perform a
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series of inserts into a Peacock hash table, at the beginning when load is minimal, most of the elements will go into the 1 st table segment, and only a small fraction will spill over into the 2 nd table. After certain load threshold (which will depend upon the collision policy and bound on the probe sequence) is reached in the 1 st table, enough elements will start to spill over to the 2 nd table, and soon the 2 nd table will reach a load threshold at which enough elements will start to spill to the 3 rd table. The process will continue until an element reaches the smallest one slot table. From this point on, any new element may be discarded because it may not find a slot in any of the tables; we call this load of the Peacock hashing equilibrium load, b. At loads smaller than b, the discard rates is expected to be very small, while beyond b, there may be significant discards, thus the recommended load for safe Peacock hash table operation is b. Clearly, it is important to investigate the characteristics of the equilibrium load in order to properly dimension the table segments and determine the memory utilization. Another interesting metric is to determine the load in each individual table at the equilibrium load. In this paper, we only report the results obtained from extensive simulations, and avoid the theoretical analysis due to space constraints. In Figure 4 (a), we report the equilibrium load for different scaling factors and for the two cases of i) using different hash function for each table and ii) using a single hash function (the implication of using single hash function is covered in more detail in Section IV.B). The collision threshold is set at 0 and 1 respectively. It is apparent that larger scaling factor leads to reduced equilibrium load, thus reduced memory utilization. Notice however that larger scaling factor is desirable, because it will reduce the on-chip memory required to implement the filters. In Figure 4 (b), we report the equilibrium load as we vary the number of table segments. The equilibrium load remains independent of the number of table, and the total size of the Peacock hash table, if we keep the scaling factor and collision threshold fixed. In Figure 4 (c), we report the loading in the individual hash tables at equilibrium load. For clarity, we only report the load in the largest six tables. Again, we observe that the load in the individual tables remains roughly comparable, with slight fluctuations only in the smaller tables. This is expected, considering that fact that in Peacock hashing, each backup table provides an equal fraction of buffering for the elements spilled from its predecessor table.
A. Deletes and imbalance
While insert and query appear straightforward in Peacock hash, deletes necessitates rebalancing of the existing elements. This happens because at equilibrium load state, a series of deletes followed by inserts result in relatively high load at the smaller tables which eventually overflows them, resulting in high discard rates. We first provide an intuitive reason for this phenomenon and then report the experimental results. For simplicity, we first consider the case when collision threshold is set at 0. Let us assume that we are in equilibrium load state and each table is roughly equally loaded, i.e. m i+1 = r × m i , where m i is the number of elements in the i th table. Thereafter a stream of "one delete followed by one insert" occurs. The first observation is that, the rate at which elements arrive at the i th 
During deletes, the rate of deletion from a table i will be m i / ∑m i , assuming that elements being deleted are picked randomly. Thus we have the following differential equation for deletes:
In order to compute the load of each table, we need to solve the above two differential equation. We take m i+1 = r × m i as the initial values assuming that deletes starts after the equilibrium state. Clearly, a table i will overflow if,
At equilibrium loading, when m i /n i is equal for all i, this condition will be satisfied easily for smaller tables and they will quickly fill up and overflow. In fact, one can show using these two differential equations that even at loads much lower than the equilibrium load, the smaller tables will overflow. We demonstrate this with the following simple experiment. We consider a Peacock hash table with 6 segments, each using double hashing as the collision policy and with a scaling factor, r of 0.1. The collision threshold is set at 1. In the first phase, 40,000 elements are inserted one after another with no intermediate deletes, notice that this load is much lower than the equilibrium loading (refer Figure 4) . In the second phase, an element is deleted and another inserted one after another for an extended period. The resulting load of each of the 6 tables is illustrated in Figure 5 (a). The sampling interval for the above plot is once per 1000 events. It is clear that smaller tables fill up quickly during the second phase in absence of any re-balancing, even when the total number of elements remains the same, and much below the equilibrium loading.
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In the same setup, we now add rebalancing; however since we do not yet have a rebalancing method, we perform rebalancing by exhaustively searching the backup tables and moving the elements upwards (such rebalancing may not be practical for real-time application). We found that, with rebalancing the backup tables neither overflows, nor their load increases. In order to stress the situation further, we start to slowly add new elements in the second phase, in addition to the regular delete and insert cycle. We found that with rebalancing, the load in smaller tables remains low until the total load is smaller than the equilibrium load. The results are illustrated in Figure 5 (b). It is obvious that rebalancing is critically important, without which the smaller tables will overflow despite low loads. We now present the challenges associated with the rebalancing in Peacock hashing, and present our solution to the problem.
B. Rebalancing
We define rebalancing as a process wherein we look for such elements which currently resides in a smaller backup Figure 6 . Here four keys are inserted and their hash slots are shown. At the end, the first key k 1 is removed. Now, k 3 , which had collided with k 1 can be moved back to the first table, however, there is no way to locate the k 3 in the second table without searching the entire table. A simple way to tackle this problem is to employ a composite sequence of hash functions. The first hash function will be applied to the incoming element, to determine the its slot in the first Figure 4 (a). Clearly, use of a single hash function reduces the equilibrium loading, dramatically if collision threshold is 0, and mildly for higher collision thresholds. Figure 7 explains this reduction. With single hash function method described above, if several elements collide at a slot in a table, then all of them will land up at identical slots in the backup tables and therefore some may not find any empty slot and will be discarded. On the other hand, using different hash function insulates us from this problem, as illustrated in the diagram on the right hand side. The key observation is that with different hash functions, elements that collide at a single slot in a table get scattered at multiple, and in this case random, slots in the backup tables. However the randomness in the slots in backup tables leads to complication with the rebalancing.
C. Enhanced Peacock Hashing
Quite intuitively one may address the above problem of reduced equilibrium loading by devising a method such that elements collided at any single slot will have multiple but predetermined, and not random, slots in the backup tables, so that they can be quickly pulled back in face of deletes. We call this enhanced Peacock hashing or ePeacock hashing. In ePeacock hashing, we employ l hash functions each with range [1, n 1 ]; the input element is hashed by these l functions to determine l slots in each table, applying modulo (table size) for smaller tables. Afterwards, a separate hash function for each table called its decider chooses a slot among the l slots in the table. These chosen slots are then used to insert the newly arrived element. The scheme is illustrated in Figure 8 for l = 2. In this case, the collided elements at any slot in a table will have 2 slots available in the backup tables, thus the equilibrium load should become better than the case where a single hash function is used. In general, as we increase l, equilibrium loading should improve and approach that of the Peacock hashing, where separate hash functions are used for each table. A tradeoff with increased l is that the rebalancing will require l queries per table. In Figure 9 , we report the difference between the equilibrium load of ePeacock hashing and the normal Peacock hashing which uses separate hash function for each table, as we vary l. It is clear that, as we increase l, equilibrium load of ePeacock hash improves rapidly and approaches that of the Peacock hash. A tradeoff with increased l, however is that the rebalancing will require l-fold higher number of probes per table. Therefore, we would like to keep l small. Fortunately, l = 2, ensures an equilibrium load which is roughly comparable to the equilibrium load when we use separate hash functions. Thus, ePeacock hash can enable good memory utilization and fast rebalancing, half as fast as the Peacock hash.
V. IMPLEMENTING THE ON-CHIP FILTERS
Recall that the on-chip Bloom filters are used in Peacock hashing to avoid excessive off-chip memory accesses required to service a query. Peacock hashing employs a separate filter for each table segment except for the first table which is the largest. The filters maintain the summary of the elements that are stored in the respective hash table, and we propose to employ segmented Bloom filter technique [23] to implement these filters. Segmented Bloom filters require roughly 10-bits per entry to enable false positive rates smaller than 0.01. Since deletes have to be supported, counters will be required in addition to the Bloom filter bit-masks; these counters can be however kept in the off-chip memory and only the bit-masks will be required on-chip. The key benefit of Peacock hashing over recently proposed schemes like fast hash table [22] and segmented hash [23] is that filter is not used for the largest table; thus only a small fraction of the total elements are stored in the filters. For large scaling factors, this will significantly reduce the filter size. High scaling factor however leads to low hash table memory utilization, therefore, striking the right tradeoff will require the information about the availability and cost of the off-chip and on-chip memory and bandwidth. With the current trend of offchip memory becoming significantly cheaper than the cost of the die area available in silicon devices, we recommend using large scaling factors, as high as 10 or even 20. Such scaling factors will lead to a 10-fold reduction in the on-chip memory. We finally report the performance of Peacock hash table in a multi-threaded system environment and compare it to that of the traditional hashing (double hashing and linear chaining) and the recently proposed fast hash table and segmented hash table. We use a Peacock configuration with scaling factor of 10 and collision threshold of 0 and 1, and employ double hashing as collision policy. The resulting query throughput is reported in Figure 10 . It is clear that, Peacock hash results in a much higher performance. A concern however remains that at c=0, the memory utilization is as low as 20%, while for c=1, the memory utilization is 50%. Traditional hashing can clearly support higher memory utilization, albeit at the cost of reduced performance. Provided that the off-chip memory bandwidth is much more expensive than the size, such utilization levels may be acceptable. Segmented hash and fast hash table, on the other hand, provides memory utilization comparable to the Peacock hashing, thus Peacock hashing remains significantly superior and efficient by using 10-fold less on-chip resources.
VI. RELATED WORK
A considerable amount of related work has focused on the theoretical aspects of improving hash table performance. The power of multiple choices has been studied by several researchers; [1, 2, 3, 4] are some of the earliest results to suggest that the number of collisions can be reduced significantly with two random choices. These studies argue that using two hash functions to index the hash table, and subsequently choosing the one with fewest keys, reduces collisions and hence probe sequence lengths. Another study [18] examines the use of two independent tables, accessed serially, and shows that proper placement and access strategies can enhance overall performance. Another study [13] describes an approach for obtaining good hash tables for IP lookups based on using multiple hashes of each input key. While most of these results are compelling, they focus on latency while ignoring memory bandwidth. In the packet processing context, where memory bandwidth is at a premium, it is important to minimize the number of memory references needed for each hash operation. Recently proposed architectures [22, 23] attempts to ensure that a single memory reference is used on every query (i.e. one bucket is read) with high probability.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Recently a number of novel hash tables (fast hash table and segmented hash) have been proposed which are dedicated for the high performance networking applications. These hash tables aim at enabling highly deterministic query, and improving the worst-case, thereby insulating the system from adversarial traffic patterns and potential attacks. While they are effective, they usually require large on-chip memory, which till date remains a major obstacle in their widespread adoption. On-chip memory is expensive and over time, it is expected to become even more expensive compared to the external memory. Therefore it is important to propose methods to reduce the on-chip memory in high performance hash tables. In this paper, we propose Peacock hashing, which improves on the earlier high performance and deterministic hash tables, by reducing the on-chip memory by more than 10-folds. We believe that such reductions in the on-chip memory will not only make Peacock hashing appealing to custom ASIC/FPGAs but will also open up the possibility of getting deployed in network processors. A hardware based high performance hash table can be implemented in a network processor, to be used by all processors/threads. The unit will use a small on-chip memory (roughly 1-bit per element) for the filters, and will also control the off-chip hash table memory. All primitive hash table functions can then be made available to the processors via specialized APIs, thus the processors can deploy hash tables much more efficiently and with greater confidence, provided by the deterministic behavior of Peacock hashing.
